27 September 1965

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, CI/CA

SUBJECT: ANCLEVE/18 201-300983

Attached for your retention is one copy of Subject's PRQ Part II. An Operational Approval is hereby requested.

John L. Hart
Deputy Chief, WED/C

Distribution:
Orig. & 1 - Addressed w/att.
1 - WH/C/BR/OA
1 - 201-300985

GROUP I EXCLUDED FROM
AUTOMATIC DOWNGRADING
AND DECLASSIFICATION

201-300985

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1998
| Action Required | Grant of
| 1. Attached hereon in duplicate is Fig. Part II for
| 2. Please grant it.

Chief of Station, Swiss Air

Chief, M.

Philip C. Maini

| Attachments |
| 2 - Fig. Part II - FDCs & etc. |

Distribution

CC Copy

UPCA-3232192

[Signature]

MORI DOCID: 312922
SECTION A
CONTRACT AND DEVELOPMENT

Subject was being considered for employment as a training base instructor. Before employment, subject reported to AMCLEVE/15 that he had been contacted by leaders of IDEH A, for use as a group leader of that activity. Subject was contacted by Grover T. Lythcott on 26 March 1965, and instructed to remain with and report on those activities.

1. Indicate whether subject could be turned over quickly and in a secure manner to any responsible case officer for handling. If so, indicate to whom.

Subject could be passed in a secure manner to any responsible case officer, provided he were given prior instructions for turn-over details from Austin G. Detloff or Grover T. Lythcott. Detloff worked with subject on occasion when Lythcott was out of the Station area.

2. List other case officers who handled subject or know he knows or has known, give names of which they have been known.

Austin G. Detloff - Bill
Grover T. Lythcott - Walt Abeln
Subject is strongly anti-Communist. In addition he sincerely believed in a Democratic/Reform government for his homeland. He was a member of IDEN B from December 1963 until February 1965. He disassociated himself from that organization when he began to doubt the organization's ability to accomplish positive results.

Control is based upon Subject's confidence in and respect for KUBARK and the case officers with whom he has dealt. Subject would probably terminate himself from his present activities if it felt KUBARK was not the best hope for a better future for his homeland. He is strongly pro-American and believes that when IDEN C is overthrown, the only hope for his country is through U.S. Government indirect participation in PBRUEN affairs.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.

LYTHCOTT was known as Walt Abula.
Subject used cover as traveling jewelry salesman.

That of a traveling jewelry salesman.

Subject knew prior to first meeting that he was dealing with KUBARK.
Subject was a member of IDEN D and participated in training in the Spring of 1961.

Subject was engaged as an assistant by IDEN A during IDEN A's planned activities. Subject reported on those plans and on movements of key figures.

Subject knows from experience that information was passed to ODENY and ODROON.

Subject will be utilized as Training Branch instructor. Will not be further utilized, except in passive sense, for CI activities.

Subject will not be used in PP or PM type duties.

SECTION IX
PROPOSED LEADOR OR OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY

1. DETAIL SUBJECT'S PROPOSED LEADOR TYPE CONTEXT OR OPERATIONAL USE.

A. WHERE SUBJECT IS AN OFFICIAL MEMBER OF A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT:

N/A

B. WHERE SUBJECT IS AN OFFICIAL MEMBER OF AN OSFORE AGENCY:

N/A

SECTION X
AGENCY RELATIONSHIP WITH SUBJECT

1. EXPLAIN NATURE OF AGENCY RELATIONSHIP WITH SUBJECT. I.E. TRAINER, OPPOSITE NUMBER, DEMONSTRATION, IF ANY. AGENCY PERSONNEL known to SUBJECT.

Subject has been a paid agent since March 1965. Austin G. DETLOFF and Grover T. LYTTCOTT are known to Subject in alias.
Subject has good maritime/PM background. He is highly respected by others in the local PBRMEN community and is called upon frequently for advice in community activities against IDEN C.

Subject receives $300.00 net per month for his services.

No other promises have been made to Subject.

WAVE: Traces reflect Subject was PM trained #7361 in IDEN D.
ODENY: Traces reflect no derogatory information on Subject.


Subject is of good character, very reliable, and security conscious. Subject demonstrated good security techniques while reporting on the activities of IDEN A.

Case Officer is not aware of any such situations.

Subject does not gamble. Moderate use of liquor.
Hunting, fishing and judo.

Subject speaks well the PRUMEN language and looks Castilian. He could probably pass as a native of any Latin country. He also speaks and understands English.

Information was obtained from Subject's PHR, WAVE and ODENY traces, research of files and personal observation.

Subject would pose no security problems if terminated. No other than routine action would be necessary.

Contact would be made through open communication, using "friend of Walt Abelam".

Subject would be excellent for use in responsible civil position in PRUMEN should the present government fall. Subject is acutely aware of the fact that "after the military phase", there will be many problems and many voices fighting for their own ideas. He is very pro-U. S. and believes that with time and U. S. assistance, PRUMEN can be solidified into a democratic, independent country.

17 September 1965

Grover F. Lyngott
IDENTITIES

IDEN A – Roberto ALEJOS (Attempted Coup against Guatemala)
IDEN B – JUBE
IDEN C – Castro
IDEN D – Brigade 2506